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WE STRUCTURE PROCESSES.

Some of our reference customers

ALLWEILER AG

ArcelorMittal Ostrava, a.s.

Brechmann-Guss 

Josef Brechmann GmbH & Co. KG

CKD Kutna Hora, a.s.

Componenta B.V.

Demag Ergotech GmbH

Dillenberg GmbH & Co. KG

DOSSMANN GmbH

Edelstahlwerke Schmees GmbH

Eisengießerei Torgelow GmbH

Eisenwerk Arnstadt GmbH

Eisenwerk Hasenclever & Sohn GmbH

Feramo Metallum International, s. r. o. 

Friedrich Wilhelms-Hütte Eisenguss GmbH

Fritz Schmidt Metallgießerei GmbH & Co KG

Fritz Winter Eisengießerei GmbH & Co.KG

Gebr. Eickhoff Maschinenfabrik u. 

Eisengießerei GmbH

Gebr. Tigges GmbH & Co. KG

Gontermann-Peipers GmbH

GussStahl Lienen GmbH & Co. KG

HAL Aluminiumguss Leipzig GmbH

Harz Guss Zorge GmbH

HegerGuss GmbH

Jürgens Gießerei GmbH & Co

Karl Casper GmbH & Co. KG

KSB AG

LEDA Werk GmbH & Co.KG Boekhoff & Co.

Metallguss Sulingen GmbH

MEUSELWITZ GUSS Eisengießerei GmbH

Ohm & Häner Metallwerk GmbH & Co. KG

Römheld & Moelle Eisengießerei, 

Maschinen- und Apparatebau GmbH

Sande Stahlguß GmbH

Schuler Guß GmbH & Co.KG

SHB Stahl-und Hartgusswerke Bösdorf GmbH

Slévárna Heunisch, a.s.

Vestas Castings-Magdeburg GmbH

Walter Hundhausen GmbH

Dated: June 2010

FROM CAST TO PROFIT.   
WE SUPPORT YOU.
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Successful cooperation is what unites us with our

customers. The result is company processes which

are structured so efficiently that economic success

can be planned. 

We succeed by working closely together, utilising

precise analyses and well-founded consultation pro-

cedures which take up specific customer wishes

and implement them appropriately.

It is our job to provide the best technical and most

cost-effective software solutions to help foundries

run their business processes efficiently. At the

same time we put our extensive experience and

well-founded consulting and implementation skills

at our customers’ service.

Successful teamwork is RGU’s hallmark. This 

is facilitated by a company culture characterised 

by team spirit and creative know-how.  

Our work with customers is on equal terms, uncom-

plicated and based on mutual trust.

That means we really know what we are talking

about, because RGU consultants are not only at

home in the world of software development but 

also in the foundry sector. They know the specific

company processes and the technical requirements

of foundries from their own experience. This means

we provide software concepts which really work 

and create added value.

»Being understood is one thing. Achieving measurable success from implementation 
is another. Both of these work with RGU. That is why we feel we are in safe hands here.« 

Ralf Gorski, Managing Director, Gontermann-Peipers GmbH

Managing Partners: 

Joachim Pacyna and Ronald Kreft 

Strategy discussion with our consultants: 

Gunnar Schennen, Miriam Trinath and Dorothea Temme

Partner and Senior Consultant: 

Volker Pacyna 
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How we work:

Markets and products change rapidly – as do

demands on quality, cost and productivity. Modern,

integrated information systems at all levels of busi-

ness operations help you to stay one step ahead.  

We connect rapidly developing information tech-

nology with practical implementations to provide

customers in the foundry industry with a homoge-

neous, comprehensive solution for all parts of the

company. We keep a constant eye on your benefits:

high productivity with efficient business processes.   

Project management with team spirit 

It is important for us to carry out comprehensive

consultations and analyses in advance. Our 

team looks closely at what needs to be done and

includes management and staff in the analysis

process from the beginning, taking customers’

wishes for the target status into account. 

We then manage the project together, carefully

coordinate the work steps and keep a close eye 

on the costs. We do this at every stage and keep 

it transparent for the customer.

Our team provides intensive training sessions to

give support while the software is being implement-

ed and to equip you for your own programming.

And we are always ready to give advice and assis-

tance well after the software has been implement-

ed, too. 

We cannot take the responsibility off your shoul-

ders. But we can pave the way for your company’s

success.

Who we are and what we do…

RGU is one of the leading providers of innovative

software solutions for PPC systems in Germany. 

We specialise in solutions for production planning

and control systems for foundries and for the metal

working industry. 

Expert knowledge of the foundry industry coupled

with creative programming formed the basis for

RGU’s recipe for success well before the personal

computer was even developed: Foundry processes

were mapped in EDP processes forming sound

foundations for our current PPC systems. Coopera-

tion with well-known partners in both software 

and hardware sectors supported the developments.

Today the company looks back on 25 years of 

success on the market. 

For our customers this means experience and 

security in a market now teeming with as many IT

companies and consultants as there are different

software generations.  

Your company’s success is our business

We are a reliable partner who guarantees the 

security of your investment because we provide the

most appropriate software solutions while simulta-

neously pointing the way when it comes to optimis-

ing business organisation. 

As a medium-sized company we know what makes

our target group tick. What’s more, we actually 

originated in the foundry business ourselves so we

are very familiar with your requirements – right

down to the details. And last but not least, we are

developers with a passion and see every project as

a new challenge and opportunity to deliver convinc-

ing performance. Our highly satisfied customers 

are the benchmark for our success. 

For you, cooperating with RGU means: 

concentrating on your business activities.

»It began with good analysis and ended with higher productivity.
And in-between, RGU advised us well on both the human and technical side.«

Martin Krebs, Managing Director, Fritz Winter Eisengießerei GmbH & Co. KG

Consultants: Thomas Herweg, Peter Starke 

and Mario Messerschmidt

Head of Total Customer Care: 

Ulla Hörnemann with Joachim Pacyna

Head of Project 

Management: Lukas Sobik
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The products we use …

RGU has been working intensively on organisation

structures and production processes in foundries

and related industries for years now. We have thus

attained a high level of specialist knowledge for

consulting services and implementation. The result

is system programming which takes account of 

the special demands of the sector: RGU OPTI is a

complete PPC System (Production Planning and

Control System) with innovative programmes for all

planning and control processes in your company. 

Our product development is your advantage!

RGU OPTI was created with leading, standard tools.

That means a high level of flexibility for adapting

the software to work flow organisations – for indi-

vidual and serial production in a wide variety of pro-

duction companies. 

We have also developed interfaces to SAP R/3 and

other well-known packages to enable fast connec-

tions to your existing IT environment. This makes

RGU OPTI a highly adaptable and customisable

software for production planning and controlling,

workflow management and CRM in foundries and

other industries.

Company success can be controlled 

With RGU OPTI you choose system programming

with which you can control almost all functions 

uniformly. The technical advantage is that you

therefore reduce the follow-up costs for individual

programming and keep complete update capability

while maintaining your user-specific settings. Your

cost effectiveness also stays one step ahead with

RGU because you create a realistic basis for pro-

duction planning in close interaction with all your

corporate targets. Optimum business processes are

created, inventories and capacities become trans-

parent. The result is supply-readiness, on schedule

deliveries, cost-effectiveness and flexibility. 

Our precision and speed when introducing software

mean clear project durations with time and cost

benefits for you. However, we remain at your side

as long as you like: comprehensive, fast and reli-

able service. 
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Editorial Office and Academy: 

Christian Fahn and Simone Herchenröder 

Development: Björn Größel

Common objectives: Carsten Bohres, 

Managing Partner and Head of 

Consulting, with Ronald Kreft and Stefan

Throm, Managing Director of RGU Expert»Quality creates trust. RGU convinces us 
again and again with their in-depth know-how.« 

Clemens Schmees, Managing Director, Edelstahlwerke Schmees GmbH 

Partner and Senior Consultant: 

Dr. Hartmut Ortloff
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